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The mission of Area 1 Security is to eliminate phishing.  

Every day, we hear directly from victims of phishing attacks.  They will never be the subject of news headlines or 
criminal investigations. They reach out from the largest corporations in the world, startups and small businesses.  
Some are high-net worth individuals and public figures; many are family members and friends. 

Phishing campaigns succeed because cyber actors find out how to turn emotion into action. Victims never succumb  
due to malice or stupidity. 

Our innate curiosity, our desire to trust, and our child-like interest in a good story all make us susceptible to phishing, 
and cyber actors know this.  We humans can’t be taught to be less human. If we could, then training people to recognize 
and report the infinite number of ways they can be phished would have already prevented more breaches. Fortunately, 
our ability to think anew and act anew allows us to build technology that does what we on our own cannot1.  

 
Cyber actors “phishing with fear” find success amidst the current dogmas of cybersecurity: 

 Without any sophistication or cutting-edge computer science, cyber actors 
       are able to use phishing successfully in 9 of 10 cybersecurity incidents.   

 While mega breaches fill reports and news headlines, cyber actors continue to  
 use phishing to earn millions of dollars without recourse or repercussions.   
 
 Using their imagination, cyber actors evade cybersecurity  
 aesthetes who respond to complexity. 

 

The real challenge in cybersecurity today isn’t technology.  The technology to preempt cyberattacks already exists.  
The challenge is organizational inertia and industry focus. 
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1 Why Cybersecurity Isn’t So Complicated http://fortune.com/2016/02/09/cybersecurity-challenges/  

OREN J. FALKOWITZ  | CO-FOUNDER & CEO BLAKE DARCHE  | CO-FOUNDER & CSO

http://
http://fortune.com/2016/02/09/cybersecurity-challenges/
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Campaign Details
An ongoing phishing campaign is earning millions of dollars for cyber actors with nothing more than empty threats.  

“Hey! I compromised your account...” is enough fear to coerce thousands of individuals into paying extortion  

that includes leaking compromising pictures or videos, threats of physical violence including bombings,  

computer destruction, and data deletion. 

 

EXAMPLE: PHISHING WITH FEAR - 
DESTRUCTION OF DATA OR COMPUTER1
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EXAMPLE: PHISHING WITH FEAR -  
PHYSICAL VIOLENCE3

EXAMPLE: PHISHING WITH FEAR - 
COMPROMISING PHOTOS OR VIDEOS2
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Cybersecurity experts immediately recognize --  

as empty threats -- these phishing lures, but those  

not steeped in phishing, or filled with the paranoia  

of cybersecurity professionals, are falling victim  

at an alarming rate.

An analysis of over 4.3 million “phishing with fear” 

emails detected by Area 1 Security offers insight into 

the nature of the campaign messages, revealing an 

ability to bypass SEGs and Cloud provider anti-spam 

solutions; and leading to significant financial gain  

for cyber criminals.

While mega-breaches at Marriott, Equifax, and 

Facebook fill the headlines, the economics of being 

a bad guy on the internet remains a highly lucrative 

business today.  It’s been clear for some time that 

we’re moving on a trajectory from data theft to  

data and network ransom, to data manipulation  

and physical destruction. That you can send a 

phishing campaign without even rudimentary 

knowledge of how to code malware or manipulate 

Windows internals, yet earn a million dollars, means 

that the equilibrium in the cybersecurity marketplace 

is shifting dramatically in favor of attackers. 

Within the 4.3 million phish, we identified 48,000 

unique Bitcoin addresses used by cyber actors to 

receive funds.  Our analysis of the wallets shows over 

1,600 transactions totaling 174.042 Bitcoins1 valued  

at $949,703.45 -- nearly $600 per transaction.

1  1 Bitcoin == $5,321.15 on 5/1/2019 

Game of Numbers

4.3M+
PHISH

$949K
EARNED

$593.56
AVERAGE PER 
TRANSACTION

48K+
UNIQUE BITCOIN 

ADDRESSES

1,600+
TRANSACTIONS 

1/1/2019 THROUGH 4/30/2019

https://bit.ly/2Hqf5qx
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Cyber actors manage to steal tens of thousands of dollars on 
a daily basis, if not more, using nothing more than fear
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We’ve identified at least three specific techniques that cyber actors phishing with fear use to evade  

detection of Secure Email Gateways (SEGs) and cloud inbox provider spam engines in this campaign.  

  

 

 1.  New and “clean” sending addresses fail to be detected by SEGs and spam filters that rely on  

      reputation-based analytics. It’s never been easier to register a new email account with Google or  

      Microsoft that has a perfect reputation and passes all of the sender authentication checks such  

      as DKIM, DMARC, and SPF.  

 2.  We all know that training is not effective at stopping phishing. The use of evolving themes  

      ensures individual users will be unable to pattern recognize these campaigns before their  

      emotions of fear take over.  

 3.  Text evasion and white spacing including the use of images in the body of the email to present text,  

      rather than typing the text itself. In so doing, the attacker could evade detections that search for  

      keywords commonly found in malicious emails. Another technique, intended to evade the same  

      type of detection, involved inserting HTML tags or zero width unicode characters to break up words  

      in the body of the email. With this technique, the content of the email remains human readable but  

          the additional tags or whitespace render keyword search ineffective. In the last technique, the  

      attacker spoofed the sender email address to make it appear as if it was sent from the target’s  

      own email account.  

 4.  Lexical scramblers / obfuscation involves the use of legitimate text within a message body  

      usually hidden below the normal campaign message. Typically this text can involve the use  

      of literary passages or garbled text with no meaning. These are used to defeat legacy  

      techniques that focus on simple heuristics such as message length or number of characters  

      in the message; and / or message intent. To an untrained model the use of Jane Austen’s or  

      Lord Byron’s works within a Bitcoin Phish message can look like a legitimate correspondence  

      and is intentionally used to evade detection.

Why Attackers are  
Getting Away with It
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EXAMPLE: BITCOIN FEAR PHISH4

SEPARATED BY A LARGE AMOUNT OF WHITESPACE 
APPEARING BELOW THE READER’S EYE LINE 5

FOLLOWED BY LEXICAL OBFUSCATION 
USING UNRELATED PROVERBS6

JANE AUSTEN – “IN EVERY POWER OF WHICH 
TASTE IS THE FOUNDATION OF EXCELLENCE...”7
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EXAMPLE: PHISHING WITH FEAR -  
HTML TAGS INVISIBLE TO THE READER8

EXAMPLE: PHISHING WITH FEAR -  
HTML UNICODE WHITESPACE OBFUSCATION9
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How to Solve for This
Traditional approaches to fighting these attacks off are not working. 

Buying insurance against the possibility of a breach is a misuse of resources. SEGs are not solving 

the problem. Trying to train people out of responding to these fear-provoking prompts is not enough.  

Remediation and autopsy are too little, too late, and too expensive.  And because these attacks are so  

easy to mount, we can only expect that the problem will become more severe over time.  

The rational and effective approach is to preempt e-mails that phish with fear.  Preemption is the  

proven strategy for success, rather than cleaning up messes after malicious links have been clicked. 

When security leaders broaden their focus to preemption, they will finally get something that up until  

now has been unavailable at any price: cybersecurity they can rely on to keep their organizations and  

their employees undistracted, safe and secure. 

https://www.area1security.com/overview/
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About Area 1 Security
Area 1 Security delivers the industry’s most comprehensive anti-phishing solution.  

Area 1 Horizon™ stops phishing campaigns during the earliest stages of an attack  

cycle, before a phishing attack on an organization can occur. Phishing is the root  

cause of 93 percent of security breaches, according to Gartner.

Area 1 Security works with some of the most sophisticated organizations in the world, 

including Fortune 500 banks, insurance companies, and healthcare providers to preempt  

and stop targeted phishing attacks at the outset, improve their cybersecurity posture  

and change outcomes. 

 

Learn more at www.area1security.com, join the conversation at @area1security or  

follow the blog for the latest industry news and insights on how to deal with phishing.

Learn More INFO@AREA1SECURITY.COM

http://www.area1security.com
https://twitter.com/area1security
https://blog.area1security.com/ 
http://info@area1security.com

